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Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. * Learn English in an easy way * Speak video character and get instant feedback.* You speak English and SpeakingPal listens!* Improve your English language skills * Beginners for business and academic needs. What our users say: Such a great app to learn English skills. A great way to learn to
pronounce in English. It's the best English learning tool I've ever seen. Hours of fun video content: * More than 100 levels, 1,000 different dialogs, 1,800 sentences, 1,300 vocabulary and hundreds of quiz questions * Don't miss our 16 free levels !!! 4 million users! 10 global awards! in 2013. 2013 SXSWedu winner in Higher Education (USA)2013 Winner of
The Learning Awards (UK):• Speak English with a video character• Auto Speech Recognition understands and evaluates your speech• Get instant color tagged feedback on pronunciation• Save and compare your speech with an English speaker• Theme dialogues are humorous and short – it takes a few minutes to practice• Unlimited opportunity to practice
all sentences• Rich multimedia – text, voice, voice, voice, and video• Newbie, intermediate and more advanced level• Videos on how to say all English sounds• Vocabulary help• It's easy, fun and takes just a few minutes a day! October 19 at 19 2020 Version 5.1.297 * Various improvements interactive dialog * Added DE supported translation languages *
Customized store experience I can not find the Facebook account login button on your website, because I used my Facebook account to log in and buy so please fix this error on my website I want to learn from my computer personally, I think this application is great for learning English online application, if it helps me improve my skills a lot from my point of
view, this application is so wonderful learning online English. Talking helps me to talk to others. Developer website app support privacy policy is a complex but popular language. It is one of the most popular languages in the world, in fact, and it is common in many countries. Learning English is a bit harsh, but rewarding because you can use it almost
anywhere. There are a surprising number of applications that help people learn English. They fall into a few different categories. You will have your full learning experiences such as Memrise or Drops, practice apps like HelloTalk or Tandem, and then phrasebook style apps like Just Learn English. We have a mix of all three below. You probably already have
a bit of knowledge once you've found your way here and you can read this whole section. So here are the best English language learning apps for Android! BusuuDrops: Learn EnglishDuolingoTere EnglishHelloTalkPrice: Free /$69.99 per yearBusuu is a popular language learning app. It also supports English from different other languages. It uses somewhat
traditional methods. You learn grammar, spelling, words, phrases, and chat languages. The app also includes an accent and it is one of the few good offline English learning apps. This is a tad expensive for your annual order. However, you do not get a decent amount of content for free to get yourself started. The application itself is the only possible problem.
It has its quirks, but it's functional. Drops: Learn EnglishPrice: Free/$7.49 per month/$48.99 per year/$109.99 onceLanguage Drops actually have two English language learning apps. One is for British English and the other for American English. It's a good choice. The application uses an aggressive vocabulary method. It doesn't teach that much grammar.
Instead, it teaches the language of conversation in English and you learn grammar yourself when you go. This includes offline support, games, and a variety of subscription levels and prices. These are quite decent apps, especially for those who don't have a ton of time to learn every day. DuolingoPrice: Free/$9.99 per monthDuolingo is one of the best free
English learning apps. It supports well over two dozen languages in total and English is one of them. Duolingo uses a fun method to teach. You make a bunch of grammar and vocabulary story masked games. Thus, it's a little more colorful and fun than more serious apps like Mondly, Memrise and others. Bite-size lessons also make it great for quick learning
sessions over your lunch break. This is definitely one of the English learning apps we recommend first to people. Learning a new language is one of the most common bucket list tasks for people around the world, and with many freely available language applications, it should be easy, right? But how effective ... Hello EnglishPrice: Free /$8.99 per
month/$29.99 per yearHie English is a popular app for Learning English. This allows you to learn the language from 22 other languages. It should work for most people. The app has 475 lessons, offline support, 10,000 dictionary, and teachers to help you. It also uses some fun teaching methods, such as daily news, audio and video clips, and even ebooks.
People seem to like it and it worked well during our testing. Orders are also quite reasonable price, although we recommend an annual subscription because it is considerably cheaper. HelloTalkPrice: Free/$1.99-$4.99 per month/$21.99-$29.99 a year HelloTalk is one of the most interesting English language learning apps. He uses the social network to teach
poorly. You're paired up with other people. They teach you their language, and you teach them yours. The exchange helps with conversation-English, vocabulary and even grammar. The app supports more than 100 languages and includes voice calls, video calls, text messages, picture messages, and audio messages. We recommend using this secondary
form of study. This something Duolingo should give you most of the way out there without too much. Google TranslatePrice: FreeGoogle Translate is a great app for language scholars and travelers. The application has three main features that it's really useful. The first is your standard text translation. It works in 103 languages online and 59 languages
offline. The app also translates to speaks in real time. It is a great tool for practicing your vocabulary and diction. Finally, you can point to the camera stuff. The app translates stuff to the camera in real time as well and that works perfectly with menus, street signs, etc. Google Translate is free and anyone who learns a different language should have it.
Microsoft Translator (Google Play link) is also surprisingly good for learning languages. Learn English PhrasesPrice: Free/$4.99Learn English Expressions is a simple, accessible app for Learning English. This one works best as an expression book or a guide. It's a bunch of English words and phrases with American and British pronunciation. You can also
record your voice and hear how you sound. It's also one of the better offline English learning apps even if it works better with learning help. This combination with another app like Duolingo or Busuu makes for a really good combination. MemrisePrice: Free/$9 per month/$59.99 per monthMemrise is one of the most powerful and popular language learning
applications. It supports different languages and contains English. Memrise is a community site and uses many different teaching methods. This includes your basic vocabulary and grammar classes, along with games, english conversations, pronunciation guides, and more. It even has offline support. It's a little more expensive than most. However, there is
enough content here to keep you busy for a long time. Mondly is another application that supports English that works pretty well. Just Learn American EnglishPrice: Free/Up $7.99Just Learn American English is a very simple app. But it's mostly useful as a phrase. Premium version includes over 1,000 words and phrases in over 30 categories. The free
version can be about 300. The app also includes audio pronunciation, quizzes and flashcards for a simpler study. This is a great secondary learning aid when paired with a more serious app like Busuu, Duolingo or Memrise. It also works offline if you wanted to know. TandemPrice: Free/$6.99 per month/$34.99 per yearTandem is a community app for
language learning. It is very similar to HelloTalk. You pair with people, teach them your language, and they teach you theirs. The app supports voice and video calls with picture, text, and audio messages. It supports over 150 languages. So it shouldn't be hard to find a couple. Tandem even offers professional instructors. You can also choose the theme you
want to learn more about on any given day. It works best as a secondary learning source much like HelloTalk.If we missed any great English learning apps, tell us about these reviews! You can also click here to check out our newest Android app and game lists! Lists!
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